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Tiie 2̂.? between school theory and actual work needs to be 
We must train our students to meet the standards required in the various 
areas of his employment®
In connection with the need for more practical education, Tonne 
and Nanassov point out:
One of the faults of high school business education is that 
tnrtch of it is theoretical rather than practical® The solution 
to the problem of how to combine theoretical and nraotirai 
education seems to depend on some form of cooperation between 
schools and industry
Perhaps business educators should be asking themselves if business 
employers accept low standards simply because they find it very difficult 
or perhaps impossible to get employees who are well enough trained to meet 
the higher standards they might otherwj.se prefer®
The statement made by Norris, "People -5- Education *= Jobs." seems 
to bring out the point that if businesses a.nd educators will work together 
cooperatively, people will get an education a.nd consequently find iobs* 
Unless educators take a survey or in some ether way determine what
'Hen-b vct A« Tonne and T.oui s 
dnoet.i on, ( Dal las: Ure gg Biv is 1 o n, 
p® lo3®




2Carol Norris, Ĥovr Sd’iic'viion 
Business Education ny-v*” • ■/>1 v,
err. Industry Can Work 
Summer, 1969, p* 36*
Cooperatively,"
j
A Y 1 r> y \ ■*, y  j  -f\,-r ; ^ptn^rio^0. +.ho f^rO oyer.? ir? ’LhrVt. .?to? '•.T*"' oYT'',cii - 
would be difficult for them to set their educational goals or standards 
in line with those of the employers* A need for close cooperation very 
definitely exists® The researcher feels a survey of the businesses, as 
done for this study, could be used by business educators of that area 
to indicate to them the standards expected by employers®
Students who are to have employable skills when thev are looking 
for a job must gain then before that time. It would seem that school 
would be the place for them to start gaining these skills they are going 
to need® It is not possible for business educators to provide for then
all the time, equipment, practice, training, and other things they will 
need, but it is important that enough be provided so they will have a 
basic knowledge and skills® It would not be possible to train each 
student for every specific job he might possibly need to do when he 
starts working on an actual lob®<w> V®-
If he has basic skills on some of the more common types of 
machines and is able to use the available machines with at least orre 
amount of accuracy and speed, he would probably be able to adjust to any 
of the various situations that might be encountered®
It is also Importa.nt to teach students so they will be able to 
perform the miscellaneous duties that office employees encounter® They 
need to know about various common reference books, how to use them and 
when® It may be that they will need to be able to take charge of the 
office at times, so they should know about some of the responsibilities 
they may need to assume• It is also important that students know that 
salaries do vary from business to business and in the different ports of 
the state and country® They sheave know the nopsibij.it.las of work!nr
into higher positions or levols 
others®
>ffared by some kir.ds of jobs over
no*nt of f hm- r.-r5
The problem of this study was to conduct a survey of the clerica 
and secretarial requirements as expressed by employers in the selected 
business firms in the cities of Bismarck and Har.dan, North Dakota® This 
study also attempted to 'determine the conditions existing as to the 
clerical and secretarial employment situation concerning the following: 
1* To determine the degree of competence possessed by the clerical 
and secretarial employees included in this study, relative 
to their skills, abilities, and personal qualities®
?.» To find to what extent the schools are meeting the training 
needs for prospective clerical and secretarial workers®
3® To form a basis for suggestions and recommendations in training 
clerical and secretarial employees to the educations.! institutes 
in this area®
To form a basis for suggestions ar.d recommendations to those 
who are employing these clerical ant secretarial employees#
5® An attempt to develop a closer relationship between the schools 
training the clerical and secretarial employees and the 
businesses hiring those employees®
Purses?- o f  -\h?-
A.s employers of beginning clerical and secretarial workers, 
businessmen require that they have certain competencies« The standards 
and extent to which they are exracted to meet 'fro.s? standards varv
4
with each employer. These standards may be determined by the type of 
business, by the nature of the work to be done and perbans somewhat, by the 
individual employers ovrn personal expectations end desires. The personality 
characteristics required of these workers will vary from employer to 
employer also.
Our educational institutions should, be training these clerical and 
secretarial workers while they ere in school, so that they can meet the 
demands made by these businesses and employers.
It is necessary for us to evaluate and revise our curriculum so 
that it is in closer agreement with the community and business needs©
0ffj.ee work is the second largest employment area in the 
United States, with approximately 16 percent of all employed 
persons found in this category© Also, office work is the 
largest employment area for women* with one-third of employed 
women in this category©3
As Loma.x said, there are two major objectives in business 
education. The first objective is to prepare students for business 
employment. The second objective being to prepare students for those 
business experiences that all citizens should be proficient in both
gin knowledge and performance.
Through the use of a survey the researcher will ~ ft smut to 
determine the expectations of office employers in order that the gap 
between what is taught and what is required may be narrowed as much as 
possible»
3Kerry Huffman, erU, Orateria for Evaluation Business and Office 
Education," Objectives and TPfractions a.= th~- Result c-f Exist Vocational 
Lewis'1 ?»tlon, National Business Fclv.cs -ion Yearbook, number ? (V/ash'irrton̂
D* C.: National Business Education Association, 1909); p. 19.
L
Harry Huffman., ed., "C--’ wi. • for Bv?.inative B"sines-, and Office 
Education," Prinoivies for Eva"'.’- Business and Office Education,
National Business Education Yearbook, number 7 (v%.shir>gton, fT'oT:
National Business Education Association, 1969)- p. 8.
It is the purpose of this study then, to help- the business 
educator and the employers to work together more closely for the benefit 
of those students who will be seeking a job upon eradication from school.
Ti.i in It at ions of the Study
This study was limited to the cities of Bismarck end Mandan, North 
Dakota* Selected business establishments of various kinds that er.nloycd 
clerical and secretarial office help, were surveyed* An attempt was made 
to cover and include as wide a variety of business firms as possible 
from that area» Business establishments with as few as one office- 
employee to as many as 85 full-time office employees were included in 
this study*
It should be noted here that not all of the clerical and secretarial 
office employees who were employed by firms surveyed, graduated from schools 
in either the Bismarck or Mandan, North Dakota area» This feet will make 
some difference when suggestions ere offered, and recommendations are made 
concerning the role of these schools in training office workers*
This study is limited to the data received from a personal interview 
and questionnaire* The personal interview was completed by the writer 
with the cooperation of the employer* The questionnaire was left with 
the employer at the time of the interview and then returned to the writer 
by way of a stamped self-addressed envelope left at the time of the 
interview* Bach employer was given the opportunity to reply to each 
question in the interview and on the questionr-aS re •
"0 '-y x* % Tl i *h i — n o f ri> V ■r «•
Certain selected business terms as applied to this study, have been 
defined as follows*
6
nierk-Tyrii st.— An office worker who performs such duties as 
filing, billing, handling mail, answering the telephone, bookkeeping, 
operating business machines as well as the switchboard* This type of 
worker may also serve as an information clerk and receptionist®
Stenographer«— An office worker who performs many of the duties 
of a clerk-typist but also transcribes from a. voice-writing machine, 
and takes and transcribes dictation from shorthand*
Secretary*— An office worker who performs the duties of a. 
stenographer, but in addition, assumes responsibility for operation of 
the office; and, also, supervises other office workers*
Employee or office worker«— The person employed in business firms 
whose major duties are ox a secretarial, stenographic or clerical nature* 
Employer*— The person in a business firm for whom the clerical, 
stenographic or secretarial office employee works*
Full-time worker*— An office employee who works forty or more 
hours a week*
Part-time worker*— An office employee whe than forty
hours per week*
CHAPTER I I
REVIEW C? P3RTIK2NT L ITERATOR!
The Ci+dps c-? Birr, arc!: and Nando rs North Pakc+~. ~
Bismarck is located at the approximate geographical center of 
North Dakota, on the east bank ox the Missouri River. It is the county 
seat of Burleigh County.
Mandan is located on the West Missouri Slope. It is the county 
seat of Morton County and is the oil refinery center of the Uilliston Basin,
The two cities have a combined population of ^6,803 people,
3b,703 of these in Bismarck and IP,ICO in Mandan.
The name and location of Bismarck were determined by the Northern 
Pacific Railway when it was constructing the first transcontinental 
railroad, which was to traverse the northern half of the United States.
The re.il company established a city when it reached the east bank of the 
Missouri River in Dakota Territory in 1873? and it named this city 
Bismarck.
In 1833, Bismarck was named the capitol of the Dakota Territory. 
Then in 1889, when North and South Dakota were admitted to the Union, 
Bismarck became the capitol of North Dakota.® Since that time, the area 
has experienced steady growth and. has become the business, cultural and 
financial center of the centre! ord southwest r-rt of the state®
~Ba sed woon in fo rm atio n  obte 1 r.ed from* ? o “ >*o Bi cp»rok C i t v  
Dir e c t o r y ,  and P o lk a s  Mandan hi t v  D ir e c t o r y ,  ( M is s o u r i ; ~R, L~ Polk”"and 
Company, j.969) , pp» P—15 and. pp.. 6—9*
?
B3sroarcfc is the location of a new civic center with possible
seating capacity of 6500*
Randan is known as the second oldest incorporated citv in North 
Dakota, with Fargo being the oldest. Mandan has taken .a lead in" n?.rt in 
the development of the area located west' of the Missouri River as its 
trade area.
The city was named, for the early day tribe of M&nde.n Indians.
With the discovery of oil in North Dakota, Mandan was selected as 
the site of North Dakota*s first major refinery by American Oil Company*
The two cities have very good school systems, both nubile and 
private, which would indicate that citizens of the area are highly Interested 
in education*
There are two public senior high schools, one parochial high school, 
four public junior high schools, eighteen public grade schools end seven 
parochial grade schools® Bismarck also has a four-year college, a Junior 
College, a Priory, a Commercial College, two Schools of Nursing which are 
accredited., a Conservatory of Music, tv;o Beauty Schools, a Dance Studio, 
and two Aviation Schools* It also ha? an Art Association, Community 
Concert Association, as well as several bands, concert choirs and 
orchestras*
Bel •
Business educators and busin 
information in books, profession?,! j 
other publications relative to eleri 
in the business office® Frequently 
workers set by businessmen and those 
signif1cantly®
essnen have published a dearth of 
oureals, ~ia~rsines, namnhlets, ard 
cal and secretarial duties and standards 
the standards for clerical and secretarial
set bv business educators differ
9
I.angemo feel s:
Business needs secretaries and stenographers; in fact, the 
demand now is greater than is has ever been, . rveys reveal 
that approximately 200,000 new employers for secretarial join 
are needed each year in the United States,-
The increasing demand for new secretarial employees needed 
each year in the field of business, makes it imperative that business 
educators provide an education that will prepare their students for 
work,
a.nd business educators must ask themselves:
Are we realistically preparing our students to meet this 
ever-increasing demand for new and presently unknown skills 
that will be necessary during the life span of our current 
high school students?A
In support of Ealy, Viiherow stated: "Yes, clerical programs
gmust change as the job picture changes*" '
Pearen feels that in order for business educators to prepare 
their students for the office of today, we must look at seme of the 
changes that have and are taking place and we must then gear our program 
to take these changes into a.ccourt,-'’
Business educators need to he concerned about their students 
acquiring skills they can use a.nd that will be adequate enough to insure
'Mark Langemo, "Focus on the Secretarial Program," Business Education 
Feu:m, October, 19?0S p, 11,
'Jane Fa.Ay, "Focus on the C.*.ericai Program," Business Education 
Forum, February, 19?1, p* ?*
4Mary Vi 5 the row, "An Up~- o-date Secondary Clerical Program,"
Business Education Forum, Februarv, 19?-, p« 18*
According to Faly, many changes are taking place in our society
10
successful employment* This is brought out in the statement by Mott:
Business Education is, as its name indicates, education 
for a successful, productive life in the world of business*
It is the never ending task of business education departments 
to provide the necessary skills and competencies renuired in 
the operation of a. business enterprise* * „ * The course work 
in these areas must be designed so as to enable students with 
a business education department must constantly strive to 
change, delete, or increase their offerings so as to keep 
abreast with the rapidly changing characteristics of the 
business system*0
It is possible that we need to emphasize the development of
competencies in the off-set duplication process instead, of the stencil
duplication process or we may need to be developing competencies in the
7operation of printing calculators instead of key-driven calculators0 
The basic aim of vocational education for stenographers and 
secretaries is to develop marketable stenographic-secretarial skills that
g
will enable a person to obtain a job*
A survey is one way business educators can determine what the 
current needs are in their area and what the employers want in a prospective 
clerical or secretarial employee* It is also a very good way of determining 
what machines are being utilized, the skill required on those machines, 
typing and shorthand skill requirements, as well as various other 
information that may be pertinent*
Dennis L« Mott, "The Changing Role of Business Education,"
Balance Sheet, September, 19?0, p» 2o*
7*J* Curtis Hall, ed», "Business Education* An Evaluative Inventory," 
St re u a-ths of the Pa at and Present, National Business Education Yearbook, 
number o (Washington, D„ C*: National Business Education Association, 19^3), 
p. 6*
8Tbid*, 5-6*
The importance of using a. survey ?r one moans of determining
what the employers in the community want is brought out in the Rt»tenr of,
"In determining the composition and sequence of the curriculum, we should
continue to he guided by past experience, by advisory committees, by job
Qsurveys, by job analysis, and by research findings,"'
Brady states we should consider the following questions: 'hat
are the machines to be used, and the consequent preparation needed by
tomorrow's clerical worker?" and "fhat new knowledges- attitudes, and
understandings do our general clerical students need today?" A survey
would be helpful to business educators in answering these questions. They
could determine the kinds and makes of machines that would be used on the
job as well as determining how much skill and proficiency ware needed on 
10those machines,"
Maliohe feels that a change in curriculum is not necessarily 
desirable for the sake of change but should be made when necessary to meet 
the changing needs of our society. Are the current needs of students and 
business being met? Kaliche gives the following activities that should be 
continuing ar.d concurrent for business educators to obtain an answer to 
the questions
1, Follow up former students. Foilrr-'-up is necessary in 
order to learn how well you helped students meet their occupational 
needs, , , , You might want to use a stratified random sample 
(representative cross-section) of students who have taken 
particular courses and of majors in particular programs.
yJ« Curtis Hall, ed®, "Business Education: An Evaluative Inventory, 
Stromgths of the Past and 1 National Busir ;ss Education Yearbook,
number 6 (Washington, D, C,: Ha.fior.al 2-.sf.r.c-r,z Education Association,
1968), p, ?.
tl
“̂ Dorothy L, Travis, od®;. "Select 
Occupations," New Contour f:m~ "■ 
Education Yearbook, number 5 (kashimguon, 
Association, 196?), p» 8,
1 ' in Bu ' Office
1.. v  'rational Business
li C.:• National Business Education
2. Survey the business commwnf.iy. You shoi:1d scientifically 
(not haphazardly) survey the bust” ss com! i tty at least every 
five years. . , * Between surveys keep in touch with business by 
means of advisory committees, eooporativs education programs, 
and visits to companies, to mention oniy o few ways,
3. Read current publications include information on:
(a) needs for training as perceived by business; (b) on-the-job 
training provided by business (this training has implications for 
the classroom teacher); (c) training techniques used by business 
which ray provide some good ideas applicable to classroom training.
A, Obtain information on training neodr ir: your community, 
Area skill surveys published by the employment services of the 
various states show the skills ir. de-rr.ar.c1 for a particular area.
In this connection it is desirable to know something about the 
geographic mobility of the business education students following 
graduation. - -
Fries says this concerning surveys:
That the entire business education faculty should become 
involved to some degree in ary snrv?y of its business community 
goes without saying because of its very nature, For example, 
in the determination of those competencies employers want in 
the beginning worker, the survey reveals data that must 
nocosRorilv cut across course 3 ire ~. There desi'oed com pc ter.o ie s—  
w: fcher they To specific skills such as typewriting or machine 
o "oration abilities or the re re general cualiti.es of 
donendability, meeting deadlines, and following instructions—  
are not limited to achievement in one particular business course. 
Rather, they are the "sum total" ourccrr.es from the student's 
experiences in all the courses he completes
Forknor states:
. . .  the content of the business curriculum is - checked or. 
ar.d developed cooperatively with businessmen and for former 
students. It is kept up to dome by surveys, follow-up studies, 
and provides for all phases of business activity. -■>
-11"Eleanor MO.iehe, "Peter:- f.r. Vug heed for Change," Business 
Education November, 1907, p. i?
"Albert C. Fries, "The Over-all Business Curriculum,"
Twp̂ vr.v-! 1 Be search v,r the Classroo- - ■ r ir ~ ”  Ter char, E5ghi.eenth yearbook 
of The Eastern Business Teachers Association ar.d The National Business 
Teach•-•rs Association, (Somerville, l-.w Aerseys Somerset Brass, IPoi), 
p. bv.
The importance of survey.-, is farther pointed out by Halsbv.ry 
in the following:
Many surveys prd foilcw—up sto-'! ~ 3 have boon made in 
various parts of the country and in various r.ypes of schools 
to determine whether the curriculuns in the schools are 
meeting the reeds of the students they serve* The findings 
of these studies may be and often, are used by the schools as
a. basis for improving and updating the curriculum in. orde...
prepare students better to meet the occupational demands of 
the world of business* However, there are some schools -and 
educators who apparently care very little about what happens 
to their students after they leave school, and who make 1istie 
or no attempt to determine whether the educational rromrams~ w / - wmeet the needs of the students . -
In conclusion, it is important that business educators prepare 
students for what is expected of them on the job* The businesses and. 
the schools need to get together on what is expected of clerical and 
secretarial workers. A survey is one of the tools which can be used to 
help make educators aware of what is expected by employers*
Due to the rising costr of our time, it is imp "“tarn 
have employees who initially are abl~ to do the work rsruired of the: 
eliminating the need for on the job training programs.
 ̂l,
J"]}oon py Malsbary, ri . . : 
Basse!. OTi Suî vovs ,l: r-r>
"• * * r> 4* ~ y\ .-o /nr •<
. J c.nuc-aTy.
atior.









Material for this study was obtained through the examination of 
professional Business Education and General Education literature•
Included in this were the following puhlications: o'--ic*»n Business
1 . _ _ . . 3Ednca*hi on Y<=»̂.T*'boo'pr % Balance '*>•> K-diioaT.*iofi "Fo;cur̂ v"
.stern. Bi 3 s 5. n a n. s Teacher Associate.on and National Business
iociat:Lon, (t>ubl.ishers) 9 f\rr r-rr’ ear* Biisi.ness Education YearbooTc
> New Jersey: Somerset Press)»
0̂* F* Tenplernan? ed<»;
Western Publishing Companv)»
-~~t , (Cincinnati, Ohio: South
-'Oo Jc Bvrnside, J r . , ,  eb.»;. Br.siEducation Fornu_, (Uashingto 
Do Co! National Business Education Association)•
1 r
1 s5 ̂ 9:p. Pd'icet.j.on Yê .'creoT<**
' o n ; y and th e Me r.' o '
a l e s ,  m ethods b o o k s ,
Comp on y , and t h e s o s
i th e  s u b j e c t o
3r eed  end th e inform s:
foe r e v ie w  o f l i t e r a t i
related, to the topic9
Selection of Business Fir̂ -s V  i p y  c i  v c
The most feasible research instrument in securing data for this 
survey was chosen to "be the persor.al~ir,t<?rviev~o uestionnaire«
The selection of fifteen different tyres of businesses to "be 
was made a An attempt vras made to get a wide 
selection of various different types of businesses# When this was 
completed, the yellow pages in the 3isr.arc!<-P?.rian Telephone Directory 
11.39(3 in se3.sc tin*? the fifteen hv?i^eee f5?o?.s to he f.r.
included in the study
;re us 
the stud large and snail firms were selected» i n as vras dor̂ .<=> "! n
order to get a representative of business firms of various sizes4. The 
firms visited are listed in Appendix B, pege 5S«
UJames Bolger, ed», Busin?re • •duration (New York: Gregg
Publishing Division of the NcGra.v~Hii". Book ComoanvT»
jill?-7rahnth Van Dorveer T< 13 >.. , To ■ ■ ■ 1 of Bus
(Wilkes-Earre, Pennsylvania: H o he I* t C o Tire t he. v?,y )C
o>T . . ional "Bnsiness Sducat ‘.on A s soc i at ion , (Publis"
Bn.sin.r3ss Education Yearbook, (washing or., D* C#: National
Tducation Association)»
p,   3 na s  s  r s; uc?.” 3 o n .
l o
Development of the O;-esiionruiro 
Tne questionnaire is an important tool of research* It is or.e
u for a survey study such as this® In order to
this study, a teniaiive q:lestionnctire was prepared®
Si# tx*!ial basis on a local business f ir;i'<® A few
minor changes were made and a revised questionnaire was then developed, 
A two part questionnaire was then prepared in col]adoration with Car]. 
Peter, Valley City, North Dakota; Sylvia Lee, Nil3iston, North Dakota; 
and the researcher.. It was then approved by the researchers advisor® 
Part I of the questionnaire was divided into seven sections® 
These sections were firm and person interviewed; number of employees? 
qualifications desired of employees? practices of firm and reference 
books used; and salary information«
Part II of the questionnaire was divided into two sections®
One section was duties performed by office employees and the other was 
machines used, purchasing trends, and school training level required* 
The final questionnaire, which was used for this study can bo found, in 
Appendix A, pages ^9-56®
Collecti on r-f Data 
Before the interviews ’ware conducted, 
telephone with each employer at the respective 
employer was contacted at each of the fifteen ; 
interview, the questions from Part I of the qu
the employer® The response ox the errrtl oyer
nuestionnaire by the writer f o r- e -eh r• >*:• s t i c r:
an appointment was made 
business firm* The 
firms surveyed.® Durinm • 
: si ion naira were rea to 




Koch interview lasted from 20 to 4-5 minute",, depending on it •.• 
size of the firm and the amount of tiro allotted by the employer. At the 
end. of the interview, Part II of the questionnaire on duties and n aenines 
was left with the employer along with a stamped, self—addressed onvelc'e 
to the researcher* The person interviewed completed the questionnaire 
at his convience and returned it 'ey mail to the researcher*
Each 0 jfj t)!L o voy* \*/7 ta-*v»̂on "hv *bhc ? T1 chg~c l gy* h’ s
cooperation 'which was invaluable*
Fvelnfti.on and "rrtomretgtion of the Data 
After each interview, the items on. the c uestionnaire were 
classified and tabulated* A summary of this data is included in Chapter IV. 
Various tables are included, making it possible to see the findings in 
summary form<>
Cy-\?T:;R TV
ANALYSTS Oi? T'KT DATA
One employer from each of the fifteen selected business firms in 
Bismarck and Mandate North Dakota, vas irterviswed « The one si lorn a Are 
was used to record the data during the interviews* See Appendix A, 
pages 4 9 -5 6 -  The recorded, data was tabulated and is presented in this 
chapter-
Table i, r>age 19> shows the number of office employees <■ nri.evcd 
in the 15 business firms surveyed* The number of employees was divided 
into seven categories: Clerk-tyro st;, tellers secretary, machine operator * 
bookkeener , stenographer, office maneg" r. and those which could not be 
classified a.s one of the seven were indicated, as others *
There were 94 clerk-typi st employees (4-0*5f0 34 tellers (*j.5«C$) ?
10 secretar5.es (4*0$) $ 6 machine operators (3.0/S) j 7 bookkeepers (3 * 0 $ );
8 stenographers (3»0$); i office- manager (*05$) S are 32 (31»0f>) were 
classified as others which included accountants, computer services 
technician, underwriter, accountant executive, land man, switch board 
opera-tor, messenger, clerks, cas'* iers, and medical stenographer«
Table 2 , nave 2 0 , gives tec factors that are 
new office employees* Seven (47;T) er.ployers indicat' 
tvpirmr abilitv, 7 f 4Typ indicated thev re uir -above avers? abili* and 
1 (op) felt this was not appli'r ' v (4?;-S) cm
n *
•ns idx toc. who r, h*i ri nf
T.Jot/ vp - rvfpr? dyb x'Q. 0*0
.Y0DC& "‘J 8*0X1 Idy 
1 V:9 X* S 2?c3 ̂ v. XTX i average
1TABLE
THE NUMBER Ob' UATACAEO 
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FACTORS CONSIDERED HIRING \rr-.yt OFFICE EMPLOY,
IN THE BISHARCK-KANDAN EMPLOYMENT AREA
rr*T-»r'1'jlLO
O '
erthr?nd a b i l i t v ,  3  (20,7) r e o ’i r ed above ■ 1/0 ??.y . ■ b i 1 i t y ,  and 5 (33$ .
cited i t was n o t n e c e ssa r y #  E iy Vt-r (5 3 /0 em p lo y ers  5n<'] ic a to c i t r :  s o r :
c h in e p?:o f i 0 io  T1CV fi y> 0  *i; Tj 0  0 11- 2' 5-5.0*y» 5 *
f s- » -
< ) xno.iced#'ed th e  need  f o r
average ability, end 2 (l3?0 required. above aver?ye ability#
Electronic dfttci T>rocessirg knovrl.ee.rrs vto.s not recess&rv ^cc^d -* 
to 10 (67%) of the employers> 2 (13?0 stated employees should have r>or.e 
know3.edgp, and 3 (20$) indicated it was necessary# Fourteen (93.-0 
employ/ers indicated electronic data nrocessing training vras not necessary 
while 1 (?/>) indicated emp3.oyees should have this training#
Eiyht (53/0 employers indicated previous work experience was not 
necessary* 2 (13/0 stated it was necessary* while 5 (34$) indicated it 
was a must tor employees to have it#
Eleven (73$) employers do not require a. letter of application* 
while 4- (27$) stated they do require one# Twelve (80%) employers do not 
feel a. data sheet is necessary while 3 (20%) required one# Eleven (73?’) 
employers required employees fill out an application blank and 4- (27/0
Of the fif teen. firm:S* ? (4■?$) do tosi employre e s before r 3r in."
them* 7 (8?%) do not test t-' x ar.yi x . j (6$3/ indicated it was so rr;e-hIves done«
Fcnri.een (93$) of r Km employers rcquir0 d •vv—i p 1x'-'--- • — 1HT,0 n 0 \,r , le . . .  ^ . - . 0
1 \ ■ / •who did. not do so# All 15 (10R of the ernpl rs take *r VOto
consideration refere noos, Tests usod ireIrjded s tyr•, 0. v y»it in0* toS'C-s and
aptitudi0 -V 0 sis rriven "by the f irins; the North Dakota State Merit cy at err.
Test; 0:nd the ies*!- w~ ccults obtnm e r. hv ■■ / V. 0 Fo.ri c1 oner‘t Security Buireau of
the Stance of North Dakota.»
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FACTORS CONSIDERED BOEING THE PERSONAL INTERVIEW 
BY SELECTED BISKLBCX-MANDAN EMPLOYERS
Factors Yes ID -T, '* No p a “V' avp’-ri rr">
Personal Appearance 1 5 100 0
Attitude 15- 93
- 7
Maturity 15- | 93 1 7
Courtesy and Manners H VTt ■5
;
2 13
Voice and Communication 8? . 2 13
Self Confidence 13 S? 2 13
Emotional Control & 
Behavior TOAn/ 80 3 | 20
The factors which arc considered during the personal interview 
arc sho’.rn on table 3» page 22, All 15 (100/5) of the employers consider 
personal appearance, 15- (93$) consider attitude, 1^ (93/5) consider 
maturity, 13 (87/5) consider courtesy and manners, 13 (8?$) consider voice 
and communication, 13 (87$) consider self confidence, and 12 (8C/5) consider 
emotional control and behavior as important factors during an interview. 




SOURCES CONTACTED FOB 1 
BY SELECTED BISIASCX-





Yes i Percentage » No ]
I 3 1
Er.pl oyaent Agencies 12 ! 80 | 3 ] 20
■
Business Associates e \ 1 !> j 33 j AO 67
Employees
} j | 





\ ftA | 27 | 11| |  j 1| «
High Schools
s | j 




j ; \ \
1 j ? i i l> 93I
Friends 1 | 1i f  7 5 V v
1 l f
1j 93
Table ij* page 23, 
employees,, Twelve (SC)2) of the
contacted 2 or now c-ffico
i '!*• *< / '  •'« f'l 3) *’■  V " l -'•» v  V. V rW W  w v *  w -  — -■ w» 1
use onpxeyacr-v agencies as a scarce o_ securing r.ow office employees,
Five (33)2) tusiRessr.en indicated, the use of <?. '• o  3- , - '  c r o  * * '/? u,O  W  W  •>_* J y
XXS'wCl O ehtL1 GULjpJ.Ô sf '̂ 3 ĉ 3 GOauCCC’3
the v:so of newspapers, 2 (13/2)
(33)2)
our (27)2) indicated 
high schools as a source, 1 (7)2)
indicated use of the college, and 1 (7)2) indicated friends as a source„ 
Other sources used included personal application, school district office,
w * .—_ t/ iiO w O  / .C O  v. - . U. - ' — ~ ̂
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REFERENCE BOOKS USED 
OF THE BISMARCK-MAND
IN SELECTED OFFICES 
AN EMPLOYMENT AREA.
Reference












City Directory 13 8? 2 13
Tho reference "books used in offices of the interviewed business 
firms are shown In table 5* 2^« All 15 (100>3) of tho fir ns use tho
dictionary, the telephone directory, and the sip code directory. Thirteen 
(87%) of the firms use the city directory while 3.0 (67/3) stated ether 
sources wore used also such as; church annual, postal guide, company 
directory, law dictionary, secretary handbook, tank directory, various law 
books, credit bureau listing, radical dictionary, various doctor books, 
various handbooks, and manuals*
Tablo 6, page 25, shews ■&fco H o e of filing systems in the ,
business firms. Thirteen (oy%) indicatod use of the alphabetic s;
4 (27%) use the numeric system, 1 (?p ) use the geographic c -  * T '.'
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attitusie, 1ength 1
once a. year, knew'
.rac.t, a'nd as the ei
> indicated tV'0’/ .cjH,
they ha've no plans
shine, i m 70”] 0 v* s
uipment V7H0 v‘ ■ever n;
>ge plan;3 for addin,
Of the total 232 office workers employed by the 15 business firms, 
149 (64%) answer the telephone* 134 (53/0 US£ the typewriter, and 115 (50%) 
change typewriter ribbons* Only 5 (2/0 of the employees take dictation at 
the typewriter, 7 (3/0 operate the offset machine and 8 (3/0 keep a mail
Table 9? pages 29~3is indicates the number of office employees 
performing selected duties* Thirty (13/0 employees take and transcribe 
dictation using shorthand, 31 (13/0 transcribe dictation from a transcribing 
machine, 10 (4%) take dictation over the telephone, and 5 (2/0 take dictation 
at the typewriter*
Of the 232 office employees* 134 (58/0 use the typewriter, 38 (14%) 
compose letters at the typewriter, 62 (2?%) type tabulations, 39 (17/0 
type statistical material, 49 (21/0 type from rough-drafts originally typed, 
48 (?.1%) type from longhand notes, 52 (.22/0 type legal or other forms, and 
115 (50/0 change typewriter ribbons*
Thirty-nine ( l ? / 0  employees answ er routine correspondence, 48 (2170 
receive callers, 31 0 3 / 0  make anpoint'ents, 21 (9%) arrange meetings,
3? ( 1 6 %) s e c u r e  and com p ile  i n f o r / a t i c ^  f o r  r e p o r t s ,  21 (9 /0  make t r a v e l
29
TABLE 9
DUTIES PERFORMED BY 0 
SELECTED BISMARCK-MA
FFICE WORKERS IN 
NDAN BUSINESSES
Duties Performed Number Who Perform
J?C aTCOn "t-c- r- O
Who Perform
Uses the Typevrrlter iy± ! 53
Answers the Telephone ! li(9 63
Transfers Telephone Calls 8?
Works Overtime 89 33
Makes Long-Distance Telephone Calls 20
Operates Ten-Key Adding Machine 66 28
Operates Photocopying Machines 95 31
i
Changes the Typewriter Ribbon 115 50
Promotes the Business Through
Public Relations ! 33 13
Secures and Compiles Information
For Report's j 3? 16
Sorts Materials for Filing 6l j 26
Prepares Outgoing toil 33 | 13
Answers Routine Correspondence j 39 1?
Types Tabulations Is 62 1! 2?




Types Statistical Material \ 39 I 1?3 1
Types from Rough-Drafts Which had f _ j











Transfers Files I 30 - fJLO
Composes Letters at the TypcsnhLior S 32 ! lb
Operates Postage Meter Machine j to ! 21
Receives Callers I b3 | 2 1
Typos Legal or Other Forms i i!  • 5 2  |1 2 21
Orders Office Supplies \ 2i> ! 10
Writes Checks 2 1  |  9
Opens and Seres Incoming fell i is 
1
CO
Keeps a Follow-Up File | 32 |
t
Arranges Meetings \ 21 1 *
Prepares Materials for Electronic 
Data Processing Equipment |  2? I
;
| 12!
Codes Materials for Filing !! 45 ] 191
Makes Doposits t 19 •\ 8i
ibices Travel Arrangements 5 21.. . .. ...... • .. . . ... . .  f! i 9 1 ,
Transcribes Dictation from a 
Transcribing Machine ! 31! ^ i
l
la




Works with the Payroll 1 21 ji 9t
Prepares Stencils 2 5  j  I S
O ^ ^ - w u 1 — pn *—• a.. ■  ■ 10 i f. */:
v) s To ie r,"VCiru3 29 | S
Operates Electronic Calculator- lb 61
TABL3 9-^on'iinucd
Number ■p.v. “/■ n. v,r-r> r>
Duties Performed Who Perform
j !
| Who Perform







Supervises Other Workers 33
Operates Addressing Machines 22 9
Operates Rotary Calculator /» O L'J 16
Ops rates Spirit Duplicators 12 5
Prepares Spirit Duplicator Masters | 12 5
Takes Dictation at the Typewriter » 5 2
Takes Dictation over the Telephone 10
Prepares Offset Masters S T,
Keeps a Kail Register 8 - /
Operates Offset Machine j 7 3
Operates Collator j yo | 13v 1
Operates Automatic Typewriter 23 | 10
1
arrangements, lb (6%) prepare itineraries, 2 -̂ (10/5) order office supplies 
19 (8/5) prepare telegrams, 33 (lz55) supervise other workers, 27 (12/5)
© materials for electronic data processing equipment, 33 (l^S)
■he business through public relations, and 89 (33/5) work evert in;
prep
promote t
Twelve (5/5) employees p rep a re  spirit duplicator masters, 25 (2£ 
prepare stencils, and 26 (ll> 5) p rep are  offset masters*
•; Oc/>
The telephone is answered hy 149 (6*1$) employees, 46 (7.0$) make 
long distance telephone calls and 87 transfer telephone calls to
the proper person#
Photocopying machines are operated by 95 (4l$) employe-s, 17 (5$) 
operate spirit duplicators, 10 (4$) operate mimeograph machines, 7 (350 
operate offset machines, 22 (9%) operate addressing machines- 30 (13$) 
operate the collator, 66 (287#) operate ten-key adding machines, 43 (id??) 
operate rotary calculators, 33 (i4$) operate printing calculators,
14 (6$) operate electronic calculators, 48 (21$) operate postage meter 
machines, and 23 (iOnS) operate an automatic typewriter*
Sorting materials for filing is done by 6l (26??) employees,
45 (19%) code material for filing, 36 (16??) transfer files, and 32 (l4$) 
keep a follow-up file#
Eight (3/0 employees keep a mall, register, 18 (8$) open and sort 
incoming mo.il, and 33 (14$) prepare outgoing nail*
Checks are written by 21 (9??) of the employees, 19 (8/?) make 
deposits, and 21 (9%) work with the payroll*
Table 10, page 33? deals with the number of adding machines and 
calculators used, the purchasing trends, and training level indicated by 
employers* The full-key adding machine being the most popular with 32* 
There were 9 direct subtraction and 9 credit balance machines in use® 
Twenty—six ten—key adding machines were indicated in use with 20 direct 
subtraction and 23 credit balance machines® Two employers indicated they 
would purchase less full—key adding machines while 6 stated they ’would 
maintain the same level» Maintaining the s'- me purchasing level was 
indicated by 1 employer concerning direct subtraction machines, by 2 for
10
NUMBER 07 ADDING MACHINES AND CiLCUIATORS ■RV TYP *or"Tun 7' A C» T TsV"* j. .1J. Aj ̂ ir U liL* i !• J. I »'\jr
AKD HEGOi'ii4- LVTIOi'S p.r.:ROOD TRAINING AS STATED
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credit balance machines* by 6 for ton-Icey adding *?_,r 2. V  y :or career
Detraction machines a n d  b y  i;- f o r  c r o d i machines. Qnc
a decrease in the purchase of direct subtraction machines as vnsindicated
34-
TABLE il
NUMBER OF UNIT RECORD AND ELECTRONIC MACHINES BY TYPE, PURCHASING
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Electronic Machines :
?) ■ \
\ 1 !Computer 1 1 1 ! "  1 -
tho case for credit balance machines also. The majority of the employers 
indicated they required training on these adding and listing machines* 
while some indicated training vras desirable and a small number said it 
was not necessary*
There were 7 automatic multiplication and ? automatic division 
printing calculators* Employers indicated maintaining the same purchasing
trends for theso machines* One employer indicated training was necessary 
on each machine and one said training was not needed on either machine.
The rotary full-key calculator was the most popular wish 2k in use, 
There wore 15 rotary ton-key and 1 electronic calculator in use. Two
NUMBER OF POSTING MACHINES BY TYPE, PURCHASING TRENDS 
AND REGOKKENDATIC;!S FOR SCHOOL TRAINING AS STATED 







• No. Less Tg'-O More
Re-


















v.as desirable and 3
they required t:v»r» a r »-1 v '
said it has not vt, gl /■ > NS
1 said Jf. j .  o . u-
Unit record and electronic machine use, purchasing trends, and 
training level are shown on table 11, page 3-M There were 10 hoy punch
machines in use, verifiers, 3 sorters and 2 tabulator machines. Main­
taining the same purchasing trends was indicated for all machines,, Training 
was required by the majority of employers with the exception of 1 who 
stated training was not needed or. the key punch machine.
There was only 1 computer in use. The employer will maintain the 
same purchasing level and training was required on this machine , One
employer indicated the use of a computer by his firm in the future.
Table 12, page 35, shows posting rachir.es in use, purchasing trends, 
and training levels required by employers. There wore 2 alpha-numeric 
keyboard machines and 5 numeric keyboard machines in use. The same pur-
KwesaaeKaMBesrai *.-> r' n~il i t i W i8fci:
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chasing level is to to maintained ty the majority v:hile 2 indicated a 
decrease in purchasing of these machines, Tmo employers required training 
on those machines, 2 said it vas desirable, and it v/as not needed by 2.
The number of duplicatin'; and con/inm machines in use, purchasing
trends, and training level r.ecdc
spirit duplicators *.:ero in use, 3
6.610.; n 00. 'ydl.Dj.0 -hO p 
3 JL ir^cnii ci#JIu Lr
o; O h - r
o-SQw Do. -• ...
rachir.es. Purchasing trends mere indicated by all Bismarck and randan firms 
as remaining the same. Training ::as required by the majority, 2 said it
TABLE IMr
BUX33R OF TYPEWRITERS BY TYPE, FJ2CHASIRG 
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Manual 31 : 1 5 5
Electric
i
8 1 8 1 i
Special Typewriters :
Soloctric 9 1 1 3 — —
Executive 12 1 2 1 * . . .
Magnetic Tape Solectric 2 — — . . . —
Floxowritor '“ j — ~~ . — — —
Varitypar i - —  ! — . .
Automatic j — — — — . . .
Carbon Ribbon 5 i — 1 — ....
Magnetic Card . — - — — —
liras desirable^ and 1 indicated it rae not need 
machine was the boat transfer with 12 of those 
8 electrostatic machines in use, and 1 Pitney-
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The ruisiber of typewriters in use, purchasing trends, and training 
level are indicated, on table i'j-5 page 57* The majority of typewriters in 
use are electric with r/6 of these and 31 manuals being used. There were 
9 selectric, 12 executive* 2 magnetic tape selectric, 5 carbon ribbon* and 
I magnetic card machine in use. Purchasing trends will remain stable with 
most firms, with a decrease indicated by 3 firms. The majority of employers 
required training, with 2 stating it was desirable, and 1 indicated it was 
not needed on the electric typewriter,
Tabic 15, page 33, indicates number in use, purchasing trends, and
training level desired on tram er_our dictating machines. The most
TABLE lo
NUMBER 05* ITEMS 0? FAILING EaUIPidSNT BY TYPE* PURCHASING TRENDS 
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widely used machine v:as the magnetic belt with 11 in use* 2 -plastic belt*
2 disc* and 5 tape machines# There were 2 stenograph machines in use* 
Bismarck and Mandan firms will continue to purchase about the came number 
of these machines* with only 1 firm indicating a decrease in the number 
of disc transcribing machines to be purchased# Training was required in 
5 cases while 3 indicated it was desirablee
Postage meters were the most popular mailing equipment in use as 
shown on table 16* page 39# Eleven postage rotors x:ere in use* 3 address 
machines* 2 folding and inserting machines* 2 sealing machines* ana 3 letter 
opening machines# One firm indicated a decrease in purchasing address 
machines while all of the other firms indicated maintaining the same pur­




NUMBER 0? OTHER MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT BY TYPE, PURCHASING TRENDS 
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Table 17s pag© 40, shows the number of other machines and equipment 
in use, along with purchasing trends and training level necessary* There 
were 12 microfilm machines in use, 2 collators, and 1 teletype. There will 
be no increase or decrease in purchasing of these machines. One firm re­
quired training, 2 stated training was desirable, and 2 said it was not 
needed on these machines.
The most popular adding and listing machines in use by Bismarck and 
Randan firms was the Olivetti, Others used were National' Cash Register, 
Burroughs, Monroe, Smith Corona, Friden and Victor machines, Monroe was 
the most widely used calculator, followed by Coancdor, Friden, and Victor, 
The most popular manual typewriter used was the Royal, Others 
vised were Underwood and Remington, IBM was definitely the most widely 
used electric typewriter. One of each of the following were used: Royal, 
Olympia, Friden, and Smith Coro::
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5*n "! m A’"' T* *y"» -tr
This study attempted to secure data regarding selected "business 
firms in the Bismarck-Mandan employment area that would contribute to the 
improvement of the office education programs at the local high schools*
In order to see what changes are taking place in the business world, 
a search was made of literature related to this area,® This review of the 
literature is given in Chapter II*
The questionnaire prepared by Carl Peter, Valley City; Sylvia Lee, 
Williston; and the researcher, was reviewed by them and also a businessman* 
A final questionnaire was then prepared and duplicated*
Fifteen firms from the Bismarck ar.d Marian employment area were 
contacted and surveyed -by the researcher* A personal interview took place
with each selected business cmp-l csul ~aired an the ccmoAetion oi
+ hf donnaire * The procedures used in obtaining the data are
in Chapter III*
Chapter IV, presents the information in detail and classified, 
which was obtained from the survey* Certain significant information was 
obtained, from the data that was gathered from the 15 employers:
1* Ninety-four of the 232 office employees were clerk-typists«
2* Very little electronic data processing equipment is being useg 
in these business firms*
3* Employers were not able to state what they consider- cl to bo 
average or above-.average typing and shorthand speed* Some of them stated 
they preferred a reasonable speed with a rather high degree of r.cov-acy.
4* Eight of the 15 employers indicated they are willing to hire 
employees with no previous work experience«
5* Fourteen employers indicated they require having a personal 
interview with prospective office employees and. all contact persons serving 
as references*
6c During a personal interview- all employers consider personal 
appearance as being the most important factor- while fourteen consider 
attitude and maturity as being second i.n importance *
7* Twelve employers go to employment agencies when looking for 
office employees* Five employers indicated they use business associates 
and five use other employees as sources of securing new office employees*
8. All employers indicated the use of the dictionarys the 
telephone directory- and the sip code directory as reference sources* 
Thirteen firms use the city directory as a reference source*
9 * Thirteen of the business firms use the alphabetic filin'* 
system* Four indicated, use of the r.umberic system ,>. one geographic and 
one subject*
10* The average beginning salary paid office employees in the 
Bismarck and Mandan area is in about the $275 to $300 range* The average 
high salary paid office employees ranges from: about $^26 to $55-**
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12© The duty ooorf oxooo by the ^xoahoob n urn hex of* effo? ceeloyees 
w a s a n s vre r i r\rr the t ole eh o n 3 #
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13* Some of "the ether mere ropr.lar duties T/erformed c •- office 
employees were* using the typewriter* charging typewriter ribeons, end 
or>orat ir.cr "ohotocopyiTi.rr riactr. roo.*
ll’-o The most popular adding and listing machine was the full-key 
adding machines There were 32 of these machines in use*
15* The rotary full-key calculator was the most widely used, with 
ZUr being used*
16* Of the unit record machines used, the most used cne was the 
key punch*
17* There was only 1 computer in use in the firms surveyed*
18* There were 5 numeric keyboard posting machines used by the 
Bismarck and Mandan firms*
IQ c Tho most v7i.cl.0Xv vis 3d. cooy ir.aohins u.socl vjas • to o ha at t rciTisfor 
with 12 of them "boimg used and. tho ire wo to 6 soj *ri_t dvoXicatir. ̂ machines 5 
used*
20* The typewriter was used by 13̂ - office employees* There were 
76 electrics in use and 31 manuals*
21 o IL-Xovon of -tho transcri"oimvvacn.5.nos ir. usa v'© ra ma r“riat 5 c 
belt machines®
22* The most widely used piece of mailing equipment 'used by 
Bismarck and Mandan firms was the postage meter* Eleven of those were 
used by office enoloyeeso
2 3 * There were no key-driven ce.l 01 p *■<* oy*;s* dry transfer oy
,ph i c ■orooefi• S O O ”OV V1 r' p ,-•> ^ n *1 v»iTj 0 •j fX ex0vriter5 varityper* automatic or
card t  VO^V J f .r~ri ta rs i.7fardO ir*: T,re B1 r■» ar ok ar. d. Kyndan off5. ce s surveyed«
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The curriculum of a program which is set uo "to nreo'ro office 
workers has to serve the employers as well as the student. Is a rasult 
of analyzing the findings of this survey, the following recouner.dations 
are r.ade.
lc If was found that clerk*~t',rotsis -and. seooetari.es make uo the 
largest portion of the office employees, so those who are hein- trained 
for office positions should he ready to perform a variety of office 
dutieso
2, The* business teachers need to know the many various office 
duties that are requested by business employers, so they can better 
teach their students* '
3© It is important for students to know how to complete 
application forms and write a letter of application©
Students should be taught how to make an appointment for an 
interview and. some of the things to do end be aware of during an interview* 
Personal appearance, attitude, maturity, voice and communication ability, 
self-confidence and courtesy and. manners should have special attention given*
5* The main source contacted for new employees is employment 
agencies, consequently students should be aware of these agencies and In 
what ways they can help them obtain a job*
6. It Is important that students know row to use the dictionary, 
telephone directory, sip code directory and city directory since most
of the firms use these a. great deal.
7. Students need to knew hew to file infer.whi.on using various 
filing systems* The most used filing system In this area is the
alphabetic system. Some use is made of the numberic, geographic and 
subject systems of filing*
8* Typewriting is important for most office employees and it 
is recommended that emphasis should be placed on accuracy more than 
typewriting speed*
9* The typewriting material that should he stressed should 
include: composing letters at the typewriter* typing tabulations and 
typing statistical material* typing from rough-drafts, typing from 
longhand notes, typing legal and other forms, answering routine 
correspondence, taking dictation at the typewriter and transcribing 
dictation from a transcribing machine*
10* A thorough knowledge of the alphabetical filing systems 
should be learned as they are used in various forms in the Bismarck and 
Mandan firms*
11* Filing duties which are important include: sorting material 
for filing, coding materials for filing, transfering files and keeping 
a follow-up file*
12. A thorough knowledge of the use of the dictionary, telephone 
directory, sip code directory and city directory are necessary for 
employees of Bismarck and Mandan firms®
13* Correct telephone usuage should be stressed* Knowledge of 
the 'proper way to answer the telephone, imking long-distance calls, and 
transferring calls to the proper person is needed*
General office duties performed widely by office employees 
in Bismarck and Mandan firms include; receiving callers, securing and 
compiling information for reports, supervising other workers, promoting 
the business through public relations, making appointments, preparing
} I,
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Firm Name and Address_______ _ __________________ - _____________
Type of Business______ _____________ ________ _ ____________ __________
Name of Owner or Manager __ __
Name of Person Interviewed _ _______________ _____ __
Position Held by Person Interviewed _ ___________ _____________________




Others ___________ ___ ___ ______________ (Title and Number)




Others _____  ___  (Title and Number)
Total Number of Office Employees ___________
Qualifications required 
Must have
when hiring new ervolovecs; 
(no, average, above average) typewriting ab.i :ltv o
Explain:
Must have (no, average, above average) ability to fake shorthand* 
Explain: ______  ____
Must have (no, average, alcove average) ability to use 
transcribing machires *
Explain: ___
(Need not; should, must) heve el ©chronic data crone cm' ̂  
knowledge«
Type of knowledge:
(Need not; should, must) have electronic data processing 
training#
Type of training;_________ ____________
(Must have, need not have) previous work experience#
Type of work: ____ ___ _ _ _______________ ___________
(Do, do not) take into consideration references*
(Must, need not, preferable to) submit a letter of application. 
(Must, need not, preferable to) submit a data sheet.
(Require, do not require) applicants complete an application 
blank.
(Do, do not) test the applicants before hiring them.
If so, what type of test? ___ _ _______ ________  ________













Emotional control and behavior* 
Maturity»





c* v:>— o t cnt igercies* 





now s p  1 oyees:
Resource persons or materials available for use in classes: 
(Name, topic, when available, etc.) *2
Preferred Letter Style
Preferred Form of Punctuation
Reference Books Used:
__ 1 . City Directory.
2. Dictionary*
3» Telephone Diracicry.
___ ________ _ L. Zip Code Directory,
____________ 5» Others: ____________
Filing Systom Used
1 , A1 ph abe t i c. 




Salaries Received by Office Workers:
Beginning Salary Received by; 
$ par i. i> Clerk-Typist•
$ per 9 A. C Stenograrher.
$ per *ox
i
S 0 C X0 "bci'r'V ̂
$ per it ,■ c Other:
Pay increases determined by:
Highest Salary Received by:
$ per 1 . Clerk—Typist•
$ per 2. s t9 n o ^ ra ? h e r<
$ T)0 V QJ) v Se c.r© ~Lcxr ̂ ©
$ per Ofher:
Plans for adding new equipment or 0x'03.r.d. V:!,'r th-D of I'd cos
Has this firm participated in the supervised work experience program?
Yes ___________  No ___________
Is this firm interested, in participating in the supervised work experience
T> r o rr am ?
:es No



















































pf-, ,, T't r'crn tho f ol Ic’.rl r* ~r
Tc-Iros ar.-i ■fcrcvnscTi'boz  d i c t a t io n  ^ s in ^  shoT*thovN.r>o 
T r a n s c r ib e s  d i c t a t io n  from  a t r a n s c r ib in g  m a ch in e .
T akes d i c t a t i o n  o v e r  th e  t o le o h o n e »
Takes d i c t a t i o n  a t  t h e  t y p e w r it e r .
U ses th e  ty p e w r ite  v>.
Composes l e t t e r s  a t  th e  t y p e w r it e r *
T ypes ta b u 1a l i e n s .
Types s t a t i s t i c a l  m a te r ia l  *
Types from  rov .gh -d ra .fts  w hich had been  o r i g i n a l l y  ty p e d .  
Types from longhand n o t e s .
Typos l e g a l  c r  o th e r  f e r n s .
P  h  P - f* T . H o  -v* o V  v. ^
A nsw ers r o r .t in e  e o r r e s r c n d e n c e «




Makes long-distance telephone calls
Transfers telephone calls to proper 
Operates photocopying machines. 
Operates spirit duplicators. 
Operates mimeograph machines.














postage meter machine• 
an automatic typewriter.
Sorts; materials for filing. 
Codes mater!mis for filing* 
Transfers files*
Keeps a follow-up filo*
Opens and. sorts incoming mail.
person.
Keeps a mail register.
Prepares outgoing mail*
Receives callers*
Makes appoi ntments *
Arrange s rae e t in.gs.
Secures and compiles information for reports*
Writes checks»
Makes deposits.
Works with the payroll*
Makes travel arrangements.
Pre x>are s itr o•car ? e s»
Ore e r s off ice s wool i e s »
Pre pare s te 1 e gr? n s *
Surarvises other wo okors*
Prepares materials for e 1cctronic date n -c ; • < ovipme
Titvs of equipment:










LIST OF SELECTED FIRMS
American Oil Company, Box 5^9? Mandan No Dak*
Bismarck Hospital, 323 N 6, Bismarck, N* Dak*
Bismarck Junior College, Bismarck, M* Dak*
Charles P. Ellis, Agency, Incorporated, 105 3~d Avenue N W, Mandan, N« Dak* 
Conrad Publishing Company, Mandan, N» Dak*
Dakota National Bank, 212 N A, Bismarck, N* Dak.
Farmers Union Oil Company, 2006 E Broach-ray, Bismarck, N. Dak*
Fleck Smith Mather Struts and Mayer, Ll8 E Rosser .Avenue, Bismarck, N* Dak* 
Richard ?« Gallagher, Attorney, 105 3v'd Avenue N W, Mandan, M« Dak.
Good Shepherd Lutheran Church, Washington and Divide, Bismarck, N* Dak.
Hart .Agency, Incorporated, 10L N 3> Bismarck, N» Dak.
Missouri Valley Clinic, 9th and Rosser Avenue, Bismarck, N« Dak*
Montana Dakota Utility Company, LlO Main U, Mandan, N» Dak*
Northern Improvement Company, .Airport Road, Bismarck, N* Dak*





Polk, Ha L» and Company* P/'1.k*-. Pi4— s rck C1 ty rd~:~oot cry 0 Missouri:
R, L« Polk a.nd Company, 19^9*
Polk, R* L« and Company*. Pc3PPs Marian Only Dir?ctory» Missouri:
R« Le Polk and Company, I9 6 9I
Tonne, Herbert A. and Nan&ssy, Louis C* Prr'uoirlcs of Business ^  :'- tlori. 
Dallas: Gregg Division, McGraw-Hill Boole Company, 19?0»
Yearbooks
Fries, Albert, C* "The Overall Business Curriculum*" Tnfov~ue.'1 Research 
by the Classroom Business Teachm-rc Eighteenth Yearbook of the 
Eastern Business Teachers Association and. the National Business 
Teachers Association* Somerville, New Jersey: Somerset Press,
1961*
Hall, J» Curtis, ed* "Business Educations An Evaluative Inventory."
Strengths of the Past, m d  Present,* Sixth Yearbook of the National
Business Education Association* Washington, D» C»: National 
Business Education Association, 1968.
Huffman, Harry, ed* "Criteria for Evaluation Business and Office Education*" 
Objectives end Directions as the Result of Existing Vocational 
legislation, Seventh Yearbook of the National. Business Education 
Association. Washington, D, C«: National Business Education 
Association, 1969 •>
Huffman, Harry, ed* "Criteria for Evaluation Business and Office Education." 
Principles for Evaluation for Businas** and Office Education.
Seventh Yearbook of the National Business Education Association* 
Washington, D» C»: National Business Education Association, 1969.
Lanham, Frank W«, ed. "Business Finer’tion Meets the Challenges of Change." 
Improved Prer?ratlor for Office Work» Fourth Yearbook of the 
National Business Education Association. Washington, D* C»:
National. Business Education Association, i960.
P ri.c e , R'5’ '' 0 . ,  ed * "The emergi* g Content, and S tr u c tu r e  o f  B u sin e ss
E d u c a tio n ."  The oh’1 v~ " U rr'P  o f  ffryyk* E ig h th  Yearbook o f  the 
N a tio n a l B u sin e ss  E deeauicn  Association. !•/a sh ir .g to n ,  D« C . :
National B u sin ess E d u catio n  A s s o c ia t io n , 19?0*
nQ
6o
Swanson, Pd w in, A , , ed.» “ Now Xa.-i \ a  in  T each in g th e  B u sin e ss  " 'iV - 'O / : , ' 1 
Ann"! ’ o i on s o f  t.h-* ]\p,Tr -'d ' 'In p«o.7n i ; ’ ir̂  D ffio o  T ' ^ r .
T h ird  Yearbook o f  th e  N ation? 1 B u sin e ss  E d u c a tio n . t 'a sh ir  "Avon,
J)« C , : N a tio n a l B u sin e ss  E d u catio n  A s s o c ia t io n , 1965.
T r a v is ,  D orothy L», ed® “ D ejected  R eadings 5r  B u sin e ss  and O ff ic e
O ccu p atio n s*" A Ne,r Contour f o r  th e  03evic?D  ?rogrem , F i f t h  
Yearbook o f  th e  N a tio n a l B u sin e ss  E d u catio n  A s s o c ia t io n *  W ashington, 
Do C .:  N a tio n a l B u sin e ss  E d u ca tio n  .A s s o c ia tio n , 19 6 ? ,
Articles and Periodicals
Bober, Gerald F. "Chicago®? Clerical Office Procedures Program,"
Business Educatien For?0, November-December, 1970, pp. 2-3*
Bose, Amnia, C, "No One Ever "Finds" Life Worth Living." Business. 
Education Foes, March, 1970, pp. 6-7®
Bux, William. "Entry-Level. Off-'ce Positions Require Education in Data 
Processing*" Pv.slmss ^ducstieu. Fern?., March, 1970, pp* 18-20®
Ealy, Jane. "Focus on the Clerical Program.*“ Bi’.siness Eduoafw*on Peru-, 
February, 1971, p<> 7*
Langemo, Mark. "Focus on the Secretarial Program." Bus?ness Education 
Forum, October, 1970, p» 11*
McCloskey, Sister Mary Matthew. "Business Education and a Charging
Society*" Balance Shc^t, December, 19?0~Jar:uary, 1971, 1' ?.
Maliche, Eleanor. "Determining Need for Change." Business Educeon 
Forum, November, 1967, p® 18*
Malsbary, Dean R. " . * . Re-Evaluation cf Business Education Based on 
Surveys." Business Bcuo--.ti.on Fc?ny, January, 1968.
Mott, Dennis L, "The Changing Role of Business Education," Pa.lance Sheet, 
September, 1970, p* ?.6.
Meyers, Gibbs* "The Changing Aspects of Clerical Work in the Computer Age." 
Business V'dry-atlon Fr-ru*-, February, 1966, pp® 13-lb,
Norris, Carol® "Hov: Education and Industry Can Work Cooperatively®"
National Bus:!nass Forcet? c: 1 Quarter? y. Summer, 1969.
Pearen, F. N. "Office Practice for the *70s»" Balance Sheet, February,
1971> p® 702.
Rowe, John L. "Standards in. Type’w r i t  r in g ."  •. - r • • mducn. t- icr  p
May, 1966, pp. 5”?»
Voyles, Joan, cd<, 
Ed l'c 'i t i  on
V/it he row, Mary. 1 
Education
"b u s in e s s  G rad u ate r . Need Work E xoorien oe " 
Forum, F eb ru ary- 19 6 ?, t>. 5 ,
'An Up-to-date Secondary Clerical Pro'rrarn»" 
Forum, February,' 1971, 1 8 »
